
Installing packages and configuring integration in the cabinet
https://turbosms.ua/

1. Install packages from the Marketplace
2. Go to directories, select the SMS messages folder

3. In the SMS Provider directory, fill in the existing record as follows
From – the name of the SMS sender. Located in the personal office
API key - https://api2.turbosms.ua/
Webhook api key - the field is filled only in case of Viber connection of
the sender, see clause 8.4
Viber Sender – Viber name of the sender. Located in your personal
account (the field is filled in only if you have a connected Viber sender)

Importantly! Fill in the data in the line with the name of TurboSMS.

4. Enter your SMS sender in the SMS Sender directory. There can be more than one
name.



Your Alpha name is in the TurboSMS Senders section

5. Go to System settings and select the SMS message folder.

6. In the BtcTurboSmsCurrentSender system setting, we set the main sender.
7. You need to insert an API key or AuthToken

AuthToken – The current authorization HTTP API token. Located in the
personal office

Set the value in the BtcTurboSmsAuthToken system setting

In the cabinet, it is located in the Gateway (API) section

8. Setting up a web hook
It is carried out to configure the receipt of SMS via Viber



We fill in the data in the open page of the web hook

8.1. The callback URL to which the data will be sent -
https://webhooks.creatio.com/webhooks/eea80483-c0da-41ad-ab40-7e5a3cf4105d



You can get a webhook by going to the Creatio with Freedom UI system
Go to the Contacts section
Click the Import button and select Web Forms and Pages

Select Other Landing Pages

Click below to copy the Webhook

8.2. Events, upon occurrence of which the callback will be called -
Receiving an incoming Viber message
8.3. Secret key - prescribe a set of numbers of your choice
And also note it in the BtcTurboSmsWebhookSecretKey system settings



8.4. In the SMS Provider directory, you need to insert the webhook id in the Webhook
api key field - eea80483-c0da-41ad-ab40-7e5a3cf4105d

Sending SMS from the Contact/Accounts card
1. Open the Contact or Accounts card
2. Click the "Send Message" button.

3. In the new message card:
Contact/Accounts and the main phone will be added automatically (1-2).
Add text or select a template (3).
Select message type (4)



4. Press the "Send SMS" button (5)

Sending SMS from the card of any section (manually)
To send an SMS from any card, you need to set up a business process, using the
preconfigured subprocess "Create SMS from a card"

Consider the example of Activities

User actions:
1. Create a business process

2. Add elements necessary for the business process, which must be completed before

sending the SMS message.

3. To send a message, add the subprocess "Create SMS with cards"

4. Specify the parameters of the [Send SMS] element:

[Template source] – the object from which macro substitutions will be used;

[Contact] – consignee received from Activities ;

[Accounts] – consignee received from Activities;

[SMSProvider] – a link to the system setting with the specified TurboSMS provider;

[Record Id] – unique identifier of the record to which the SMS is attached.

5. Set up a business process from a card



Example

In the example below, the contact, counterparty, and sales identifier are subtracted from the

sale. The data is transferred to the input of the subprocess “Create SMS with cards”:

- the template source is the Sales object

- we transfer the values deducted from the sale to the Contact/Accounts parameters

- We link the SMS to the sales card



Result:
1. We start the process from the Activity card



2. A new message card opens:
- It indicates the text of the message (1)
- Contact/Accounts is automatically pulled up (3)
- The main phone number (2) is pulled from the Contact/Accounts card

4. Press the "Send SMS" button (4)

Setting SMS templates and macros

1. Setting up SMS templates. Executed in the "SMS Templates" section.

1.1.Create a new template by clicking the "Add" button
1.2. Fill in the columns:

A list of the fields of the "SMS Template" object that are used.

Field name Data type Notes

Name Text Mandatory field. You need to save the
template in the system, it is not sent to



SMS.

Template source Template source Specify the object from which macro
substitutions will be pulled

Template type Types of SMS SMS, Viber, Hybrid

Template Text, multiline field Description

1.3. Form the text of the message as needed with macro wildcards

2. Configuring macro substitutions in the SMS template.

To use macro substitutions, you need to specify the object from which the fields will be
displayed in the template source

A macro substitution has the form
“[#Code (in English)#]”,

where Code (in English) is the name of the column in the database. You can find it out in the
section wizard.



For example, the order delivery date can be specified using the [#ActualDate#] macro
substitution by opening the master page and looking at the column code

Mass sending of SMS messages

1 Sending mass SMS from the SMS message section to a group of
contacts

1. Go to the SMS message section
2. Press NEW
3. Click Mass mailing



4. The fields for a single SMS (Phone number, Contact, Account) disappear

We can not click this button, it will disappear automatically when there is more than
one contact in the List of SMS details

3. On the List of SMS details, you can select the list of contacts we need
By pressing +

- Add contact\account (1) is an opportunity to select a contact or Account one
by one

- Add contact Folder (2) is the selection of a folder with a certain dynamic
group of Contacts

- Add accounts contact (3) - this is a selection of Contacts that are assigned to
the Account

- Add account group (4) is a dynamic group selection in the Accounts section



5. Select Add Contact Folder, a list will open where you can select any dynamic group
or several groups

6. List of SMS will be filled

7. We write the text that we want to send to this group of Contacts and press the Save
button

8. In the List of SMS details, the Message Text field will be filled in according to the
text or template



9. Press SEND SMS
and Sending date is inserted
and SMS Status changes from Saved to Sent

10. To check for each delivered SMS, run the Business process “Refresh SMS status
manually”, or it will automatically update the Delivery status field after 15 and 60
minutes



You can view the current status and delivery date of the SMS in the List of SMS
details

2 Sending Mass SMS from the Contacts or Accounts section

Mass SMS can be sent to only one object (for example, a group of accounts). To send an
SMS to another object (leads, contacts), you need to create a new SMS

User actions to create a mass mailing:

1. Create the required dynamic group in the Contacts or Accounts section
2. Select all or desired entries



3. Select "Send by filter" in the SEND SMS button

4 Fill in the fields of the SMS card. You can specify a message template



The selected Contacts/Accounts will be automatically added to the item
Click Save so that the text is drawn for each Contact

The dispatch is identical to the other sections mentioned before

Mass SMS can be sent to only one object (for example, a group of accounts). To send an
SMS to another object (leads, contacts), you need to create a new SMS

An example of a Viber SMS type template
Specify Message type - Viber
If you want the client to go to the link, you can specify in the Button label (1), the link

where the client will go to in the Address of the transition (3).
Also, in order to add a photo to Image link (2), you need to specify the URL of the

image.



Receiving Viber messages
- Customers can send a reply to your SMS
- You can get an answer only through Viber messages, not through regular

messages

- In the Creatio system, the user receives an SMS notification

- The received SMS will be displayed in the SMS and Viber section with the
status Received and in green color



- If this is a response to a client that is in the system, you can view the SMS in Contact,
its History and List of SMS

9.1. Receiving an SMS from an unknown number

There are 2 system settings that are required for this process

BtcDefaultUserForNewTurboSMS - in this setting, you specify the user who will receive
SMS notifications



BtcCreateContactOnIncomingTurboSMS- у in this setting, check the Default value
checkbox

1 - Yes - when an SMS is received from an unknown number, a new contact is created
2 - No - when an SMS is received from an unknown SMS number, the contact is not
created


